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Abstract: To build up a particular profile about a person, the
study of examining the comportment is known as Behavior
analysis. Initially the Behavior analysis is used in psychology
and for suggesting and developing different types the application
content for user then it developed in information technology. To
make the applications for user's personal needs it becoming a
new trends with the use of artificial intelligence (AI). in many
applications like innovation to do everything from anticipating
buy practices to altering a home's indoor regulator to the
inhabitant's optimal temperature for a specific time of day use
machine learning and artificial intelligence technology. The
technique that is use to advance the rule proficiency that rely
upon the past experience is known as machine learning. By
utilizing the insights hypothesis it makes the numerical model,
and its real work is to infer from the models gave. To take the
information clearly from the data the methodology utilizes
computational techniques.

data. Some areas like in smoking session for helping the
people to understand the behavior make invigorating
changes and understand hand-to-mouth gestures many
software like data-analytics B2B2C software platform
offered by companies. This software is based on machine
learning. In second example the patient can use Skin Vision
application in order to check the skin cancer it is skin cancer
risk app.

Keywords : Behaviour analysis; psychology; machine
learning; artificial intelligence.

Figure 1: Machine learning model creation
I. INTRODUCTION
To make the computer in such a way that it can evolve by
itself the machine learning develop the solution for create the
self working techniques. Machine learning is the subcategory
of artificial intelligence. To determine the rules that be
incorporated to adjust software application by using machine
learning and artificial intelligence the user's actions and
activities can be analyzed. It also analyzes comportment and
daily routine of a person.
To enhance the treatment accuracy and efficiency it will be
possible in the next decade to develop such micro biosensors,
devices and mobile applications that give more significant
information to encourage research and department. In term
of heath monitoring this type of data give significant bits of
knowledge to the person. It also provides help to lessen the
cost of complete human healthcare. It is possible if these plan
and medicine followed by more patients.
The area that are related to prevention, treatment and
ailment identification are using behavioral modification for
starting many relevant applications and prevention of the
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II. RELATED WORK
To clarify the comportment of a subject to build up principles
and models about an person the Behavior analysis was
initially used in psychology. in information technology with
the use of computer program the interaction of users has been
increased in couple of years [2]. In staring of Behavior
analysis it was use for build up a profile or content of a client
to sell product and when it want to determine the profile of
customers which deal in future. Basic recommender systems
are the first solution that it can use. But it was not use any
technique which is based on machine learning, this system
was based on some specific rules. Using machine learning
algorithm to make a list of past behavior the recommendation
build. Cherry, s.d. and Tim Jones in 2013 [10] described that
it is actualized into search for a social tag or contents, and for
e-commerce websites they replaced the old engines.
III. TYPES OF MACHINE LEARNING
The main two types of machine learning are Supervised are
Unsupervised. There is some more machine learning are
Semi-Supervised, Deep learning, Evolutionary learning and
Reinforcement are discussed below [3]:
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Table 1: comparesion of the three classification algorithms

Figure 2: Types of Machine learning
1. Supervised machine learningThis type of machine learning provides a training data set. As
depend on training data set this machine learning method
give response accurately to all inputs that are feasible.
Supervised Learning is also called as Learning from
examples [4]. There are two types of supervised machine
learning are regression and classification.
2. Unsupervised machine learning
This type of machine learning finds the similarities between
the data that is input. On the basis of these similarities, this
technique us for data classification. This is often called as [5]
estimation of density. on the basis of similarities it have
clustering that make clusters.
Some other types of machine learning are:
3. Semi-supervised machine learning
This technique is considered as the class of supervised
learning techniques. For training this machine learning uses
unlabelled data [6]. It is the learning that exists between
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. The
supervised learning has labeled data and unsupervised
learning has unlabelled-data.
4. Reinforcement machine learning
Behaviourist psychology supports this type of machine
learning. There is using and algorithm that denote that
answer is wrong but it does not tell how to correct that
answer. Until find the correct answer this algorithm performs
many tests [7]. In this learning improvement is not possible.
5. Evolutionary machine Learning
This type of learning shows that to make the progress how
the biological organisms are adapted [8]. For checking the
accuracy of the solution idea of fitness is used.
6. Deep machine learning
To optimize the result of the work this learning uses back
propagation for study the model parameters [9]. With several
processing layers this learning uses deep graph, this graph is
made with several transformation that can be linear and
nonlinear.
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IV. PROCESS
To analyze the behavior of a person it is very difficult to
create a process from starting to develop a complete solution
of a particular problem. The steps including in the process
are as follows:
1. Understanding the problem: at initial stage it is very
important to understand what the problem in reality and how
the solution of that problem looks like.
2. Understanding the data: if the data is related to our
present problem then it should understand what the amount
of data is, what is the availability and quality of the data.
3. Preprocessing of data: it should consider that what data
is more important, to increase the quality and modeling of
data it should find the best solution.
4. Modeling: in this step it should choose the best model
and method to find the best solution of current problem.
5. Data evolution: if the choosing model completes the
needs then it should answer the questions.
6. Deployment: it should develop a model that has
validation in real applications and this step also include the
details about deployment of model.

V. CREATION OF THE MODEL
To predict the function of a user the model uses Bayes
Network Classifier. KNIME have many classification
algorithms and it provides several extensions. By using
Weka (3.7) KNIME library with machine learning
algorithms the model is developed. Into the node repository
the weka node are available, after library installation. The
following figure shows the modification of The BayesNet
node classifier.
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Figure 3 – modification of BayesNet

Figure 4: data analysis processing
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VI. IN BEHAVIOR CHANGE THE CHALLENGES THAT ARE FACNING INTERPRETATION AND
SYNTHESIS
Table 2: behavior change challenges

VII. BEHAVIOUR CHANGE AI SYSTEM
Here it take an example of artificial intelligence system that
developed by IBM Research. The system consists of:
1. To extract automatically the useful information from
evaluation reports of behavior change intervention it use
Information extraction algorithms and
2. For specific scenarios and predictions about the desired
result reasoning algorithms and Machine learning
algorithms generate are used to perform inference on the
extracted information by generate suggested interventions.
From research reports to extract the useful data both
supervised and unsupervised information extraction
algorithms are used. Based on a common framework for each

information type the algorithms are defined. To define the
passage of a text that contains the target value it defines a
query for each entity in the unsupervised setting. For
example for value of target = passages, participants age
contains the word participant and age or year or old. It also
adds an integer.
On the basis of defined criteria like the participant’s age the
answer of candidate should be integer, the answer of
candidate extracted from each passage. The ranking of
answer is based on proximity. It selected the answer of
highest ranking. By using the classifier the query is
automatically learnt. This classifiers annotated manually by
team of behavioural science. For evaluation this annotations
are also used.

Figure 5: Knowledge System flow

VIII. USING DEEP NETWORKS MODELING OF
HUMAN STRATEGIC BEHAVIOR
For analysis and design of multiagent systems Game theory
provides a powerful framework. These multiagent systems
include some strategic interactions [11]. Example of this type
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of system is a search engine that use advertising auctions to
generate a significant portion of revenue and to optimize and
analyze these mechanisms it based on game theoretic
reasoning [11, 12].
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To coordinate the reallocation of valuable radio spectrum the
spectrum auctions carefully create the rules of the game and
it is based on game theoretic analysis [14]. To analyze the
allocation of security personnel security systems are used. In
order to optimize their use of scarce resources these security
system use as game between rational adversaries [15].
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